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Comparing Information – Level Two  

How to Guide - ANSWERS  
Question 1  

Contrast the opinions of Ben and Alice using the word whereas.  

Suggested answers: 

Ben feels that football is boring and that nothing happens whereas Alice loves 
football and finds it exciting. She loves the atmosphere.   
 

Alice enjoys football as she has watched it all her life whereas Ben doesn’t like 
football and calls it stupid.   
 

Question 2 

Compare the opinions of standing meetings in Text A and Text B. (4 marks) 

You should have made two clear points and each point should have been backed 
up by a piece of evidence. You could have talked about similarities and/or 
differences although there are very few similarities.  
 

Suggested points: 

Both texts say that standing meetings are being used more in the workplace. 
Text A states they have been introduced by ‘Many workplaces’ and text B says 
they are ‘becoming increasingly popular’.  
 

Both texts agree that standing meetings mean shorter meeting times. Text A 
states, ‘meetings last 34% longer when sitting’ and text B says, ‘There are 
benefits such as decreasing the overall time of meetings’.  
 

Text A talks about health benefits stating, ‘it’s good for your health’ whereas Text 
B discusses some negative health implications, ‘standing for too long can cause 
joint and back pain, swelling and fatigue.’ 
 

Text A talks about shorter meetings being a positive, ‘it speeds up meetings’. In 
contrast text B is concerned that shorter meetings might not be a good thing 
with the worry that, ‘people rush through points’.  
 

Text A focuses on the positive points of standing meetings such as people being 
engaged and sharing ideas whereas text B focuses on the negative points such as 
rushing through important topics and having negative health implications and 
‘aggravating poor posture’.  
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Question 3 

You needed to add in quotes from the text to back up what Sarah said. 

 

Here is an example of a good answer.  

Text A says that electric cars can be cost effective whereas Text B says that they 
cost a lot to buy. Text A says, “can save you money in the long term.” Whereas 
Text B says, “They are also very expensive to buy.” 
 
Both texts talk about electric cars being beneficial for the environment. Text A 
states, “they reduce emissions,” and Text B says, “electric cars are better for the 
environment.”  
 

Question 3 

 

Text A and Text B offer different views on advertising junk food on TV. Use two 
pieces of supporting evidence from each document to compare how these views 
differ.  

Here is Kasim’s answer.  

 

 

 

His teacher said he would get no marks. What has Kasim done wrong?  

Kasim has not read the question carefully as it asks about views on advertising 
junk food on TV. He has focused on health and obesity, which is not what the 
question asked for. He has also only used one piece of clear evidence. He has 
used similar words to text A but not written them in the form of a quotation. He 
has also only written one statement to compare, whereas the question suggests 
you need two because you are going to use two pieces of evidence from each 
text.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Text B talks about the serious health consequences of obesity as it is linked 
to, “heart disease, diabetes, stroke and cancer” whereas text A also talks 
about obesity but says the links are not clear.  
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Question 5 

Text A and Text B offer different views on advertising junk food on TV. Use two 
pieces of supporting evidence from each document to compare how these views 
differ.  

You must remember to focus only on differences and only on TV advertising 
(beware of talking about Transport for London for example).  

 

Suggested points: 

Text A feels the ban is negative and will be bad for the economy ‘an economic 
disaster’. In contrast, text B feels the ban is positive talking about ‘saving our 
children’.  

 

Text A focuses on the economic impact of the ban talking about the cost of £200 
million to advertisers whereas text B focuses on the health benefits of the ban 
stating that one advert leads to 18,000 more calories per year. 

 

Text B talks about children being negatively affected by ads, ‘kids are hugely 
influenced by junk food ads’. In contrast, text A suggests that ads don’t have a 
great effect on people, ‘there is not a clear link between this type of advertising 
and the amount of junk food people buy’. 

 

Text A states that the ban might cause businesses to fail, ‘Some businesses warn 
that they won’t survive’ whereas text B focuses on celebrities who support the 
ban and the positive impact with a quote from Jamie Oliver, ‘It's a fact that kids 
are hugely influenced by junk food ads’.  


